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Abstract:1

The electricity consumption forecasting problem is especially important for policy making2

in developing region. To properly formulate policies, it is necessary to have reliable forecasts.3

Electricity consumption forecasting is influenced by some factors, such as economic, population4

and so on. Considering all factors is a difficult task since it requires much detailed study in5

which many factors significantly influence on electricity forecasting whereas too many data are6

unavailable. Grey convex relational analysis is used to describe the relationship between the7

electricity consumption and its related factors. A novel multi-variable grey forecasting model which8

considered the total population is developed to forecast the electricity consumption in Shandong9

Province. The GMC(1,N) model with fractional order accumulation is optimized by changing the10

order number and the effectiveness of the first pair of original data by the model is proven. The11

results of practical numerical examples demonstrate that the model provides remarkable prediction12

performances compared with the traditional grey forecasting model. The forecasted results showed13

that the increase of electricity consumption will speed up in Shandong Province.14

Keywords: electricity consumption forecasting; multi-variable grey model; population; fractional15

order accumulation16

1. Introduction17

Energy plays an important role in the course of economy development and social progress.18

Energy forecasting constitutes a vital part of energy policy of a country, especially for a developing19

country like China whose economy is in a stage of energy consumption structure adjustment [1].20

This has motivated many researchers to focus on energy forecasting. Such as, Chai et al. used21

Bayesian combination model to forecast energy demand of China [2]. Ji predicted the petroleum22
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consumption in China by comparing three models [3]. Niu and Meng predicted annual electricity23

consumption in China [4]. Zhang et al. forecasted Chinese transport energy demand based on24

partial least square regression [5], Li et al. used the least squares support vector machine with a fruit25

fly optimization algorithm to predict the annual electricity load [6]. Zhu et al. provided a seasonal26

hybrid procedure for electricity demand forecasting in China [7]. Li et al. combined the adaptive27

grey model with intelligence computation to predict the short-term electricity consumption [8]. Hu28

and Jiang used a neural-network-based grey residual modification to forecast the energy demand29

[9]. He et al. proposed a hybrid model equipped with the minimum cycle decomposition concept30

for forecasting electrical load over a short term [10]. Ma and Liu put forward a novel time-delayed31

polynomial grey model to predict the natural gas consumption in China [11]. Tsai et al. confirmed32

that the modified grey model had a higher forecasting accuracy for renewable energy than the33

original grey model [12]. Xu et al. discussed the grey prediction model with the nonlinear optimized34

time response method for forecasting electricity consumption in China [13]. Grey Verhulst model35

and the nonlinear grey Bernoulli model have forecasted that the Chinese natural gas demand36

will reach 315 billion m3 by 2020 [14]. Turkey’s sectoral energy demand is forecasted by using a37

fuzzy grey regression model [15]. The electricity demand across different countries is forecasted38

24 months in advance [16]. The real monthly electricity consumption and macroeconomic data39

from China have been studied to verify the effectiveness of the vector error correction model [17].40

A comprehensive review and summarization of decomposition based approach for the electricity41

demand forecasting is conducted [18]. The week day/weekend/holiday consumption profiles to infer42

the proportion of industrial and domestic electricity consumption is discussed [19]. The bottom-43

up approach is used to evaluate the trajectory of long term annual electricity consumption of a44

sector of the Brazilian industry up to 2050 considering energy efficiency scenarios [20]. Two deep45

recurrent neural network models are proposed for electricity forecasting [21].46

The conventional energy consumption prediction models can be roughly divided into three47

types: regression model, intelligence computational technologies and time series method. However,48

the prediction accuracies of the time series method and regression method rely on the distribution49

of the original series as well as a large amount of observed data. The successes of intelligence50
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computational technology needs a large amount of training data. In many practical situations,51

because of limitation for time and cost, it is very difficult to obtain the complete information from52

the analyzed system. In order to accurately analyze and predict the uncertain systems, many53

studies on energy consumption forecasting using grey models and improved grey models have been54

reported. Kumar and Jain clearly demonstrated that the time series models (grey-Markov model,55

grey-model with rolling mechanism and singular spectrum analysis) have enormous potential for56

forecasting energy consumption [22]. Zhou presented a trigonometric grey prediction approach57

for forecasting electricity demand by combining the traditional grey model with the trigonometric58

residual modification technique [23]. Lee and Tong developed an improved grey forecasting model59

that combined residual modification with genetic programming sign estimation [24]. Diyar and60

Mehmet proposed grey rolling mechanism approach to predict the Turkey’s total and industrial61

electricity consumption [25]. Pao and Tsai compared the forecasting ability of the grey model62

with that of the autoregressive integrated moving average model over the out-of-sample period63

between 2002 and 2007 [26]. Pao et al. proposed a numerical iterative method to optimize the64

parameters of the nonlinear grey Bernoulli model [27]. Li et al. applied the cubic spline function65

and Taylor approximation method to optimize the grey model for achieving a high power system66

load forecasting accuracy [28]. An overview of energy demand grey forecasting methods published67

in 2005-2015 is given [29]. However, these models are all first-order grey models with one variable68

and only contain the information relating to the predicted series during modelling. Therefore,69

these models have significant limitations [30].70

The multi-variable grey forecasting model is represented by GM(1,N), GM(1,N) is composed71

of a system characteristic sequence (or dependent variable sequence) and (N-1) related factor72

sequences (or independent variable sequences). The modeling process takes full account of the73

effect of the relevant factors on the system change, and it is a typical causal forecasting model. It74

can make full use of the information contained in the associated series. In the view of the available75

additional information, GM(1,n) is likely to show higher forecasting accuracy than GM(1,1) [31].76

Therefore, in this paper, a new multi-variable grey model is used to forecast energy consumption.77

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below. 1) The first pair of original data78
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by the model is effectiveness. Practical examples demonstrate that the model provides remarkable79

predictive performance. 2) To obtain more valuable data, the grey convex relational method is80

applied to identify the key factor associated with electricity consumption. 3) A multi-variable81

grey forecasting model that considered total population is implemented to forecast the electricity82

consumption in Shandong Province. 4) The proposed forecasting method can effectively predict83

the future electricity consumption and outlook the consumption trend in Shandong province.84

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 is a compendium of annual electricity85

consumption in Shandong Province, China. A novel grey model is presented in Section 3. The86

electricity consumption of Shandong Province in China is predicted in Section 4. Some conclusions87

and discussion are given in the final Section.88

89

2. Annual electricity consumption in Shandong Province90

Because electricity is a major energy source, the electricity consumption has been a major91

measurement to indicate the level of region development. It is necessary to forecast electricity92

consumption of a region. Shandong Province is a typical representative of China in the economic93

growth and energy consumption. The coastline of Shandong is about 3300 km in length. Approx-94

imately 32% of the population reside in the coastal zone. The coastal zones are the most rapidly95

developed areas of Shandong. The State Council has officially approved the “Development Plan96

of High-efficient Ecological and Economic Zone of Yellow River Delta”. As a beginning, the de-97

velopment of Yellow River Delta area has been upgraded to the national strategy and has become98

an important component of harmonious development of the regions. Shandong Province is situ-99

ated in the northern China plain, at the eastern coastline and lower reaches of Yellow River. Its100

location is labeled in Fig.1. Its absolute location is N34◦22.9′-38◦24.0′ and E114◦47.5′-122◦42.3′,101

whose total area is 156.7 thousand km2. It is one of the largest economies and most populated102

Provinces in China. In 2002, the gross domestic product (GDP) of this province ranked the third103

in China, accounting for about one-tenth of the total national GDP, and the population ranked the104

second. In 2008, it ranked the second in GDP but the first in total energy consumption in China.105

Meanwhile, the economic structure and economic development pattern of Shandong Province has106
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a similarity to the nation. Therefore, it is important to forecast the annual electricity consumption107

of Shandong Province.108

fig1

In Shandong Province, electricity consumption is increasing rapidly due to the increasing pop-109

ulation size, creating continuous pressures for better living standards and emphasis on large-scale110

industrialization. GDP growth has also played a driving role. Therefore, many factors closely relat-111

ed to the electricity consumption are selected. They are GDP, urban per capita disposable income,112

total population, industrial output value and fixed assets investment. These factors have greatly113

affected electricity consumption. Because the energy policy in Shandong Province is relatively114

steady since 2003, the selected time period is from 2003 to 2015. All the annual data are collected115

from the Shandong Statistical Yearbook (http://www.stats-sd.gov.cn/col/col211/index.html). All116

variables are described in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, which reflects the development trends of117

electricity consumption and its related indicators.118

Table 1 The actual value of each factor in Shandong Province

119

As the economic situation of Shandong Province has improved recently. Its electricity con-120

sumption grew by 17.5% in 2004 and 4.38% in 2012, which were both lower than GDP growth.121

From 2004 to 2012, the urban per capita disposable income increased by around 13%. The total122

population size grew slightly. The industrial output value has continuously increased from 1989123

to 12229 billion Yuan. the fixed assets investment has increased from 5328 to 3032 billion Yuan.124

In-sample data (2003-2012) is used to estimate model parameters and out-of-sample data (2013-125

2015) is used to evaluate the forecasting performance in order to investigate the feasibility of the126

novel model.127

128

3. The GMC(1,N) model with fractional order accumulation129

The grey prediction model with convolution integral (GMC(1,N)), proposed by Tien [32], is a130

new model to improve the traditional GM(1,N). The values modelled by GMC(1,N) are the exact131

solution of the traditional GM(1,N) model. The GMC(1,N) model has successfully been applied in132
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different areas [33]. The existing GMC(1,N) models all used the first-order accumulated generating133

operation sequence [34]. In this section, to obtain more degrees of freedom and better performance,134

the fractional order accumulated generating operation sequence is introduced into the GMC(1,N)135

model.136

3.1 The modeling method of the GMC(1,N) with fractional order accumulation137

Definition 1 It is assumed that X
(0)
1 = {x(0)1 (1), x

(0)
1 (2), · · · , x(0)1 (r)} is the sequence of

system characteristic data, and X
(0)
i = {x(0)i (1), x

(0)
i (2), · · · , x(0)i (r)}(i = 2, 3, · · · ,N) are the se-

quences of the relevant factors. Then

dx
( p
q )

1 (t)

dt
+ b1x

( p
q )

1 (t) = b2x
( p
q )

2 (t) + b3x
( p
q )

3 (t) + · · ·+ bnx
( p
q )
n (t) + u, (1)

is the GMC
p
q (1,N) model, where x

( p
q )

i (k) is the p
q order accumulation of x

(0)
i (k), x

( p
q )

i (k) =

k∑
j=1

(
k − j + r − 1

k − j

)
x
(0)
i (j), k = 1, 2, · · · , r [35]. It is the traditional GMC(1,N) model when p

q = 1.

Using the ordinary least squares, the parameter of GMC
p
q (1,N) model are estimated:

[b̂1, b̂2, · · · , b̂n, û]T = (BTB)−1BTY (2)

where138

Y =


x
( p
q )

1 (2)− x(
p
q )

1 (1)

x
( p
q )

1 (3)− x(
p
q )

1 (2)
...

x
( p
q )

1 (n)− x(
p
q )

1 (n− 1)

 , (3)

139

B =


−0.5(x

( p
q )

1 (2) + x
( p
q )

1 (1)) 0.5(x
( p
q )

2 (2) + x
( p
q )

2 (1)) · · · 0.5(x
( p
q )
n (2) + x

( p
q )
n (1)) 1

−0.5(x
( p
q )

1 (3) + x
( p
q )

1 (2)) 0.5(x
( p
q )

2 (3) + x
( p
q )

2 (2)) · · · 0.5(x
( p
q )
n (3) + x

( p
q )
n (2)) 1

...
...

...
...

−0.5(x
( p
q )

1 (r − 1) + x
( p
q )

1 (r)) 0.5(x
( p
q )

2 (r − 1) + x
( p
q )

2 (r)) · · · 0.5(x
( p
q )
n (r − 1) + x

( p
q )
n (r)) 1


(4)

Set x̂
(0)
1 (1) = x

(0)
1 (1), when t ≥ 2, the convolution integral of the right hand of Eq.(1) can also

be discretised as:

x
( p
q )

1 (t) = x
(0)
1 (1)e−b1(t−1) +

t∑
τ=2

{e−b1(t−τ+0.5) f(τ) + f(τ − 1)

2
}, (5)

where

f(t) = b2x
( p
q )

2 (t) + b3x
( p
q )

3 (t) + · · ·+ bnx
( p
q )
n (t) + u. (6)
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Then the predicted value is given by p
q (0 ≤ p

q ≤ 1) order inverse accumulated generating operator

X̂(0) = α(1)X̂(1− p
q )(k) = {α(1)x̂(1−

p
q )(1), α(1)x̂(1−

p
q )(2), · · · , α(1)x̂(1−

p
q )(n)}. (7)

140

3.2 The effectiveness of the first pair of original data by GMC
p
q (1,N)141

The modeling values and forecasting values are proved to be independent of the first pair of142

original data by GMC(1,N) [36]. In this paper, The modeling values and forecasting values are143

proved to be dependent of the first pair of original data by GMC
p
q (1,N) when p

q is not an integral144

number. Without losing generality, we can take factor number N as 2 for convenience, a real case145

is from Reference [33, 37]. The procedures of GMC
p
q (1,N) can be summarized as follows:146

Step 1: For the sequence x
(0)
1 = {897, 897, 890, 876, 848}, according to Definition 1, we have

x
(1.03)
1 (1) = x

(0)
1 (1) = 897,

x
(1.03)
1 (2) = 897× 1.03 + 897 = 1820.9,

x
(1.03)
1 (3) = 897× 2.03× 1.03

2
+ 897× 1.03 + 890 = 2751.7,

x
(1.03)
1 (4) = 897× 3.03× 2.03× 1.03

3× 2
+ 897× 2.03× 1.03

2
+ 890× 1.03 + 876 = 3677.6,

x
(1.03)
1 (5) = 897×4.03× 3.03× 2.03× 1.03

4× 3× 2
+897×3.03× 2.03× 1.03

3× 2
+890×2.03× 1.03

2
+876×1.03+848 = 4582.1,

Therefore, 1.03 order accumulation sequence is x
(1.03)
1 = {897, 1820.9, 2751.7, 3677.6, 4582.1}.147

Step 2: Similarly, for the sequence x
(0)
2 = {514, 495, 444, 401, 352}, 1.03 order accumulation148

sequence is x
(1.03)
2 = {514, 1024.4, 1491.2, 1918.6, 2298.7}. The parameters B and Y in Eq.(2) can149

be obtained by employing the first five pairs as150

B =


−1358.96 769.21 1
−2286.29 1257.82 1
−3214.65 1704.88 1
−4129.87 2108.62 1

 , Y =


923.91
930.77
925.94
904.51

 .
Step 3: Substituting the B and Y into Eq.(2), we have the parameters b1, b2, u. Then,

GMC1.03(1,2) can be represented as

dx
(1.03)
1 (t)

dt
+ 0.1798x

(1.03)
1 (t) = 0.3579x

(1.03)
2 (t) + 892.57, t = 1, 2, · · · . (8)
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Step 4: The discrete function f(t) in Eq.(6) for the GMC1.03(1,2) is obtained to be listed in151

Table 2.152

Table 2 The discrete function f(t) in (5) for periods 1 to 10

Step 5: The 1.03 order accumulated generating operation values x̂
(1.03)
1 can be obtained by

employing the Eq.(5):

x̂
(1.03)
1 = {897, 1816.9, 2745.3, 3667.2, 4569.5, 5438.1, 6265.0, 7047.3, 7781.0, 8465.8}.

The 2 order accumulated generating operation values x̂
(2)
1 are

x̂
(2)
1 = x̂

(1.03)(0.97)
1 = {897, 2687.0, 5364.7, 8914.6, 13310.4, 18513.9, 24480.4, 31163.4, 38513.6, 46482.2}.

The 1 order accumulated generating operation values x̂
(1)
1 are

x̂
(1)
1 = {897, 1790.0, 2677.7, 3549.8, 4395.8, 5203.5, 5966.4, 6683.0, 7350.2, 7968.6}.

The predicted values x̂
(0)
1 are x̂

(0)
1 = {897, 893.0, 887.7, 872.1, 846.0, 807.7, 762.9, 716.6, 667.2, 618.4},153

which are listed in Table 3.154

If the first pair of original data has changed, for example, the original data are x̂
(0)
1 =

{797, 897, 890,

876, 848}, x(0)2 = {564, 495, 444, 401, 352}. Following steps 1-5, the GMC1.03(1,2) can be represent-

ed as

dx
(1.03)
1 (t)

dt
+ 0.1838x

(1.03)
1 (t) = 0.3668x

(1.03)
2 (t) + 851.07, t = 1, 2, · · · . (9)

Then, the predicted values are listed in Table 3. Eq.(8) and Eq.(9) are different, because the first155

pair of original data are different. Therefore, when p
q is not an integral number, the first pair of156

original data by GMC
p
q (1,N) is effectiveness, because the parameters (b1 and b2) of GMC

p
q (1,N)157

are dependent of the arbitrary numbers added to x
(0)
1 and x

(0)
2 respectively. When p

q is an integral158

number, adding the arbitrary numbers to x
(0)
1 and x

(0)
2 indicate a translation in x

(0)
1 and x

(0)
2159

respectively.160

Table 3 The results of different grey models

3.3 Validation of the GMC
p
q (1,N) model161

In this section, the advantages of the GMC
p
q (1,N) over the existing GMC(1,N) are demon-

strated by three cases. The root mean squared percentage error (RMSPE) for the priori-sample
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period (RMSPEPR) and post-sample periods (RMSPEPO) suggested by Tien [33] are used to

evaluate the precision. RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO are defined as

RMSPEPR = 100%

√√√√1

r

r∑
t=1

(
x̂
(0)
1 (t)− x(0)1 (t)

x
(0)
1 (t)

)2 (10)

and

RMSPEPO = 100%

√√√√ 1

rf

r+rf∑
t=r+1

(
x̂
(0)
1 (t)− x(0)1 (t)

x
(0)
1 (t)

)2 (11)

rf is the number of entries to be forecasted.162

Example 1: Predicting the gross industrial output value163

To verify the forecasting accuracy of the GMC
p
q (1,N). This example is from Reference [37].164

The actual values are listed in Table 4. The first seven groups data are used for building the model165

and the last six groups data are used for testing.166

Table 4 Raw data used in example 1

Applying the GMC
p
q (1,3) model by Eq.(1)-(7), we have the parameters of b1, b2, b3, u. Then,

GMC
p
q (1,3) can be represented as:

dx
(1.6)
1 (t)

dt
+ 0.6204x

(1.6)
1 (t) = 5.3611x

(1.6)
2 (t)− 2.6388x

(1.6)
3 (t) + 72036.7456, (12)

The predicted values of GMC1.6(1,3) are listed in Table 5. The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO167

of four models are shown in Table 6, and also plotted in Fig. 2.168

Table 5 The predicted values in GMC1.6(1,3)

Table 6 The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of four models

Fig. 2

The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of the GMC
p
q (1,3) model are as small as 3.77% and 3.48%,169

respectively. The results indicate that the GMC
p
q (1,3) model outperforms the other models in this170

example.171

Example 2: Indirect measurement of the tensile strength of a material172

This example is from Reference [33, 37]. The first five pairs of observations are used to build173

the model and the last five pairs are used for testing. The results of GMC1.03(1,2) are given in174

Table 3. The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of different models are shown in Table 7, and are plotted175

in Fig. 3.176
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Table 7 The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of four models

Fig. 3

The RMSPEPR of these four models are very close to each other. Among these four models,177

the RMSPEPO of GMC1.03(1,2) is the smallest. This indicates that GMC
p
q (1,2) can predict the178

tensile strength.179

Example 3: Economic output of Zhejiang Province in China180

This example is from Reference [38]. The first six pairs of observations are used for building181

the model and the last one pairs are used for testing. The results of GMC0.68(1,2) are given in182

Table 8. The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of different models are shown in Table 9 and also plotted183

in Fig. 4.184

Table 8 The results of different model

Table 9 The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of four models

Fig. 4

Among these three models, the RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of GMC0.68(1,2) are the smallest.185

It indicates that GMC
p
q (1,2) is remarkably superior to the conventional GM(1,2) owing to its186

higher forecast accuracy.187

When p
q is fractional rather than integral, considering the availability of additional informa-188

tion, GMC
p
q (1,N) can make full use of the all data information, including the first pair of original189

data. In the view of the modelling precision, GMC
p
q (1,N) has more degrees of freedom and better190

performance compared with the traditional one-order grey model. When p
q is an integral, in the191

view of the available additional information, GMC
p
q (1,N) can not use the first pair of original data.192

193

4. Forecasting Shandong’s electricity consumption by the GMC
p
q (1,N)194

model195

4.1 Selection of affecting factors via grey relational analysis196

Grey relational analysis, proposed by Deng, can be used to describe the relationships between197

the reference series and comparison series [39]. The calculated relational extent is proportional198

to the similarity of the developing trends, i.e., the more similar are the developing trends, the199

10



greater is the relational extent. The magnitude order of the relational grade implies the influential200

degree order of corresponding factors. Considering the limitations of the existing grey relational201

analysis, grey convex relational analysis is used to describe the relationship between the electricity202

consumption and its related factors.203

Within the period 2003-2012, according to the method presented in [39], the order of grey

convex relational analysis {yi} were as follows:

y3 > y1 > y2 > y4 > y5

where y1 = 0.9818(GDP), y2 = 0.9817(urban per capita disposable income), y3 = 0.9854(total204

population), y4 = 0.9761(industrial output value), y5 = 0.9619(fixed assets investment). The order205

means the degree of influence of each variable on the electricity consumption, which indicates206

that the fixed assets investment has little effect on the electricity consumption, while the total207

population has the greatest influence. So in the present study, total population represent the208

independent variables (or the factors that affects electricity consumption).209

4.2 Forecasting analysis210

In this section, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is used to find the optimal fractional211

order. PSO is a global optimization algorithm proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, which212

was derived from the study of foraging behavior of birds [40]. Due to its simple concept and213

powerful global search ability, PSO has been effectively applied in many fields to identify the214

optimum solution, such as, multi-objective dynamic economic emission dispatch [41], tire mixing215

process scheduling [42], watershed management learning [43], and numerical function optimization216

[44]. For the learning strategy, Ye Wenxing presented a novel multi-swarm PSO with a dynamic217

learning strategy to improve its performance [45]. For the update mechanism, Mustafa Servet218

Kiran proposed PSO with a new update mechanism, which is used to predict the global optimum219

by extracting the features that reflect the evolutionary trend [46]. In this section, PSO is adopted to220

find the optimal order which produces the minimum RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO. The experiments221

is conducted in the MATLAB R2015b. The analyses of the case are described in detail below.222

x
(0)
1 is the electricity consumption, and x

(0)
2 is the total population. The original sequences are

as follows: x
(0)
1 = {1439.39, 1691.28, · · · , 3635.26}, x(0)2 = {9108, 9163, · · · , 9580}. Following step

11



1-5, the GMC0.71(1,2) is

dx
(0.71)
1 (t)

dt
− 0.051x

(0.71)
1 (t) = 0.0009x

(0.71)
2 (t) + 1159.8, (13)

and GMC1(1,2)

dx
(1)
1 (t)

dt
+ 0.0105x

(1)
1 (t) = 0.0311x

(1)
2 (t) + 1310.2, (14)

The driving coefficient b̂2 of different GMC
p
q (1,2) models are positive, which indicates that an223

increase in population cause increase in electricity consumption. The results support the actual sit-224

uation. Because more electricity will be consumed as the population size increases. To reduce the225

electricity consumption, we must tell the people to save the electricity resources and it is also neces-226

sary to control the total population, because the people is the active of the electricity consumption.227

As we all known, the second-child policy has been implemented in Shandong Province. The pop-228

ulation growth will speed up. The electricity consumption of Shandong Province will increase so229

rapidly. Hence, on one hand, Shandong Province needs to guide the development of technology-230

intensive industries to realize energy conservation. It is necessary to promote the development231

of low energy-consuming industries, meanwhile to limit and improve the high energy-consuming232

industries. On the other hand, in the future, Shandong province should impose an accurate plan233

to avoid the binding effects of the market economy and guarantee adequate electricity provision.234

The discretised form of GMC0.71(1,2) is

x
(0.71)
1 (t) = 1439.39e0.051(t−1) +

t∑
τ=2

{e0.051(t−τ+0.5) f(τ) + f(τ − 1)

2
}, (15)

where f(t) = 0.0009x
(0.71)
2 (t) + 1159.8.235

The total population size from 2013 to 2015 is {9612, 9747, 9822}. Substituting the total pop-236

ulation size from 2003 to 2015 into Eq.(15). Following the step 5 mentioned above, the predictive237

values of GMC0.71(1,2) can be obtained. The modeling process of GM(1,1) and GMC(1,2) are the238

same as those in Reference [33]. Then the predictive values of three models are given in Table 10.239

The RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO of three models are also plotted in Fig. 5. As shown in Table240

10, according to the RMSPEPR and RMSPEPO criteria, the GMC(1,2) model is better than the241

traditional GM(1,1) model. The predictive results of GMC
p
q (1,2) are improved compared with242

traditional GMC(1,2) model. It can be concluded that GMC
p
q (1,2) is able to simulate and predict243
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the electricity consumption. The GMC
p
q (1,N) may be more suitable for the electricity consumption244

system, because this model considers multiple variables, and p
q can change along with the memory245

process of multiple variables.246

Fig. 5

Table 10 The predictive values of different models

247

5. Conclusion and discussion248

From the perspective of application, in Shandong Province, the total population is the key249

factor on the electricity consumption, as determined by grey convex relational analysis. The250

GMC
p
q (1,N) model for electricity consumption forecasting is developed by considering the total251

population. The results show that the proposed approach outperforms the traditional GMC(1,N)252

model, not only in its prediction precision, but also in the discussion of relationship between253

electricity consumption and the related factors. More electricity will be consumed as the population254

size increases. To reduce the electricity consumption, it is necessary to control the total population255

size and conserve the electricity resources. Like the GMC(1,2) and multiple linear regression, to256

make an electricity consumption prediction for the time period t, we need the population of the257

same period t. In this paper, to demonstrate the prediction performance, the actual population258

value from 2013 to 2015 is used. In theory, to make an electricity consumption prediction for the259

time period t, we can not know the population of the same period t. We can use the assumed value260

(default) for the population in the same period t. We can also consult the population experts on261

the future population value. As we all known, second-child policy has be carried out in Shandong262

Province. The population growth will speed up. The electricity consumption of Shandong Province263

will increase rapidly. The Shandong Province may face an ongoing electricity crisis which may be264

caused by the second-child policy.265

For training data, the RMSPEPR of GM(1,1) model is 3.86, that of traditional GMC(1,1)266

model is 1.80, and that of GMC
p
q (1,2) is 1.67. GMC

p
q (1,2) is best. For the out-of-sample data,267

the RMSPEPO of GM(1,1) model is 7.64, that of traditional GMC(1,1) model is 6.76, and that268

of GMC
p
q (1,2) is 5.91. GMC

p
q (1,2) is also best. Therefore, it may be used for other real cases for269

13



energy consumption forecasting. In theory, the grey forecasting model is suitable for addressing the270

limited sample forecasting problems [47]. Limited sample is suitable for short-term projection. In271

practice, the trends of these relative factors may change or the relationship between the reference272

series and comparison series may vary in the long term, so the GMC
p
q (1,N) is also applicable for273

short-term projection.274

From the perspective of theory contribution, the fractional order accumulation is extended275

to the multi-variable grey forecasting model and PSO is used to determine the optimal order.276

GM(1,1) model with fractional order accumulation is a particular form of the GMC
p
q (1,N) model.277

With respect to GM(1,1) model with fractional order accumulation, the GMC
p
q (1,N) model fully278

considers the effect of the relevant factors on the system, and it is a typical causal forecasting279

model. It can make full use of the information contained in the associated series of the predicted280

date. The first pair of original data by the model is effectiveness. Therefore, in the view of the281

available additional information, GMC
p
q (1,n) has better performance.282

In future studies, it is suggested that the fractional order accumulation can be used in other283

models. Further, a goal is to set a threshold criterion for the relational analysis used to exclude284

certain parameters. The other variables can also be selected as the independent variables. The285

relationship between the other variables and the electricity consumption should be analyzed.286
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